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Journeyman Developer – CMS
Description

Looking for a role that is more than just coding?  This is it.  Build Labs is hiring a
Journeyman level developer for our expanding CMS capability.  This role is
equivalent to a mid-level developer.  In additional to tackling technical problems for
clients, the Journeyman will support development efforts of the DevMentor, and
help mentor apprentices to help develop their technical capabilities.  These
apprentices will be former Bootcamp graduates, so someone who can empathize
and understand their experience level upon graduation would be ideal.

Responsibilities

As a Journeyman Developer, your primary role is to code. You’ll be one of the key
players on the team within your vertical, being able to work independently on
projects when needed and help guide and assist others when able.

Qualifications

Though Build Labs is tech agnostic, we expect all developers to be versed in full
stack development including:

·      HTML/CSS with an attention to pixel-detail.
·      .Net, Java, Ruby, Python or similar experience.
·      JavaScript with experience in React, React Native, AngularJS, or similar JS
frameworks.
·      Database experience in SQL, Mongo, etc.
·      DevOps and Cloud experience would be beneficial as well.  We usually run
Heroku, but clients are frequently running Azure and AWS

As a key member focused on CMS, we’ll expect you to have or grow deep mastery
over one or more CMS verticals, including Sitecore, Adobe’s AEM, Kentico,
Umbraco, WordPress, and the like.

Want a place to continue to grow as a developer and work with other amazing team
members? This is it. Drop us an application, a resume, and a brief summary of your
experience and a link to your portfolio or your GitHub account, and we’ll chat.

Hiring organization
Build Labs

Job Location
123 N. 3rd Street, 55401,
Minneapolis, MN
Remote work possible

Date posted
July 19, 2021
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